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Main Features 

550 lb capacity: WANROOEMED supply hospital stretcher up to 550-pound weight capacity for all of its 

hospital stretchers.  

Power source: Linak motors supply stable power source for electric stretchers, power-packer brand from 

Actuant hydraulic oil pump supply stable power source for hydraulic hospital stretcher. 

Scale: A built-in LCD scale showing weight value simultaneously and eliminating the need to toggle between 

the two. This highly accurate scale (0.1KG, or 0.05KG, 0.02KG) is available. 

Fowler position Feature: This feature uses the patient's own weight to help you raise and lower the head 

section of the stretcher easily and comfortably. 

Integrated IV Stand: equipped with IV stand for these hospital stretchers  

Brakes: 4-wheel centrol locking brakes with integrated steel teeth promote a strong, stable platform. 

Warranty: WANROOEMED 's warranty is 1 year for all parts, lifetime repair.  

OEM and ODM service: We have our own R&D department, we supply customer OEM and ODM service. 

We have our own mould and our own injection machine, blow molding machines and other equipment, which 

all guarantee our product quality and delivery time. 
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BD303 Hydraulic Hospital Stretcher with weighting scale 

 

WANROOEMED’s BD303 Hydraulic Hospital Stretcher is the ideal choice for Emergency, OR, PACU or 

ASC use. This stretcher offers patient and caregivers excellent mobility, comfort and quality. 

Mobility: WANROOEMED’ s innovative steering plus system allows stretcher easy to stop and steer. In 

addition, it prevents vibrations by self adjustment. Larger wheels of 8’’ make the movement more stable and 

comfortable. A standard redundant-locking, four-wheel braking system provided for a strong, stable platform. 

Comfort: fowler feature provides the caregiver with easier head section adjustment. Our innovative air 

mattress give patient comfortable feeling to overcome pressure ulcers due to overcrowding during extended 

periods. 

Quality: Our reinforced stretcher frames are made of heavy-gauge, cold rolled steel after twice 

phosphorizations for long-lasting use life. PP extra strong undercarriage, good capacity, easy to clean. 

WANROOEMED focused on patient and caregiver safety, we supply stretchers at affordable price and good 

quality to cover most of patients and caregiver.  
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After test, capacity is up to 550lb. 

Instruction: 

1. 550lb weight capacity 

2. Low height(22.5’’) for safe stretcher ingress and egress-best in class 

3. Radiolucent deck(back section) 

4. Fowler mechanism provides easier articulation of the head section 

5. Hand brake ★ 

6. Integrated dual display scale 

7. Ergonomic push handles 

8. IV pole holders on 4 corners, IV pole, drainage hook 

9. Integrated oxygen holder★ 

10. Steering plus system 

11. Redundant-locking, 4 wheels brakes 

★optional feature 

Material: 

1. The frame is steel with coating by twice electrostatic spray 

2. Power-packer brand from Actuant hydraulic oil pump supply stable power source for hydraulic hospital 

stretcher..  

3. Back board is made of American electrotyped board with X-ray cassette.  

4. Once injection PP undercarriage 

5. Stainless steel handrails  

Features:                        Standard Features  Optional Features 

550 lb weight capacity                        

32’’ overall width(siderails up)                          

24.5’’ width(bed surface)                            

Fowler position-mechanism                            

manual knee position by handle           

Active hand brake                          

Four wheel braking system                           

Four-side brake and steer pedal                           

Steer plus system                           

Oxygen tank holder      

Removable IV pole                     

Ergonomic push handles                       

Siderail system(tuck-away)                   

Radiolucent deck(back section)                     

3’’ density foam mattress                             

Bumpers in 4 coners                    

Built-in scale                      
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Technical Specifications: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BD26A Luxurious Transfer Cart for for Operating Room 

 

 

BD111 Manual Transfer Stretcher 

 

 

Type I Type II 

Maximum weight limit…………………….550lbs(249.5kg) 

Low position(floor to top of surface)………...22.5’’(57cm) 

High position(floor to top of surface)……..….35’’(88.9cm) 

Overall length………………………………….83’’(210.8cm) 

Overall width(sideraisl up)…………………..…32’’(81.3cm) 

Overall width(siderails stored)……………....26.5’’(67.3cm) 

Siderail length………………………………….47’’(119.4cm) 

Siderail height above mattress/surface……….14’’(35.6cm) 

Mattress size………………..24.5’’(62.3cm)×75’’(190.5cm) 

Maximum head elevation……………………………….....90° 

Maximum foot elevation……………………………….....45° 

Maximum Trend/Reverse Trend…………………………18° 

Floor to base clearance…………………………3.5’’(8.9cm) 

Caster size…………………………………………8’’(20.3cm) 
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WANROOEMED’s Transport Stretcher (BD111) is an economical choice for any setting. According to 

market feedback, this medical hospital stretcher offers good  mobility, comfort and quality. 

Instructions: 

1. The international advanced centrally controlled brake system is applied to the transfer stretcher and 

therefore stable and reliable.  

2. Height adjustment manually by hand cranks 

3. Four-sided brake and steer pedals 

4. The surface is of separate structure with the back rest section supported by the gas spring.  

5. With IV pole, mattress 

Material: 

1. The transfer stretcher frame is made of cold rolled steel.  

2. Surface, side rails and undercarriage are shaped by once injection molding of imported PP, wear-resisting, 

easy to clean. 

Technical Specifications: 

Overall Size: 1900*640*560/840mm 

Bed surface: 1900*600mm 

Height: 570-860mm 

Backrest angle: 0-75° 

Castor diameter: 150mm 

BD111-4  Multi-function Manual Hospital Transfer Bed 

 

 Dimension: Full length: 197cm  Full width: 68cm 

 Sleep deck height range: 58-96cm 

 Max back elevation: 70°  

 Max load: 250kg 

 Configuration: PP bed deck, , PP side rails 

 Optional: Mattress. IV pole 

app:ds:wear-resisting
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BD111 Manual Transfer Stretcher(simple type) 

 

Comparing with BD111 transfer stretcher, the simple type without four-sided brake and steer pedals, and it is 

with economic castors of 150 mm diameter. More cheaper than BD111, it is suitable for hospital various 

choice. 

BD3CB Manual Transfer Stretcher(advanced model) 

 

WANROOEMED’s Transport Stretcher (BD3CB) is an advanced manual transfer stretcher choice for any 

setting. According to market feedback, this medical hospital stretcher offers good  mobility, comfort and 

quality. With feature of special siderails. 

Instructions: 

1. The international advanced centrally controlled brake system is applied to the transfer stretcher and 

therefore stable and reliable.  
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2. Height adjustment manually by hand cranks 

3. Four-sided brake and steer pedals, castor with diameter of 150mm. A shelf up the chassis cover for 

storage use. 

4. The surface is of separate structure with the back rest section supported by the gas spring.  

5. Rotary rollover protective railing, PP bed board produced by blowing molding. 

Material: 

3. The transfer stretcher frame is made of cold rolled steel.  

4. Surface, side rails and undercarriage are shaped by once injection molding of imported PP, wear-resisting, 

easy to clean. 

Technical Specifications: 

Overall Size: 1960*665*500/750mm 

Height: 500-750mm 

Backrest angle: 0-75° 

Castor diameter: 150mm 

 

BD111A/A1 Hydraulic Transfer Stretcher 

 

 

BD111A BD111A1 

WANROOEMED’s Hydraulic Hospital Stretcher is the ideal choice for Emergency, OR, PACU or ASC 

use. This stretcher offers patient and caregivers excellent mobility, comfort and quality. 

Mobility: WANROOEMED ’ s innovative steering plus system allows stretcher easy to stop and steer. In 

addition, it prevents vibrations by self adjustment. Larger wheels of 8’’ make the movement more stable and 

comfortable. A standard redundant-locking, four-wheel braking system provided for a strong, stable platform. 

Comfort: fowler feature provides the caregiver with easier head section adjustment. Our innovative air 

mattress give patient comfortable feeling to overcome pressure ulcers due to overcrowding during extended 

periods. 

Quality: Our reinforced stretcher frames are made of heavy-gauge, cold rolled steel after twice 

phosphorizations for long-lasting use life. PE extra strong undercarriage, good capacity, easy to clean. 

WANROOEMED focused on patient and caregiver safety, we supply 

app:ds:wear-resisting
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stretchers at affordable price and good quality to cover most of patients and caregiver.  

After test, capacity is up to 550lb. 

Material: 

1. The frame is steel with coating by twice electrostatic spray 

2. Double hydraulic oil pump -USA Actuant power-packer oil pumsupply stable power source for hydraulic 

hospital stretcher.  

3. Once injection PP undercarriage 

4. PP siderails, PE plateform 

 

Features:                        Standard Features  Optional Features 

550 lb weight capacity                        

27.5 ’’ overall width(siderails up)                          

24.5’’ width(bed surface)                            

Fowler position-mechanism                            

Four wheel braking system                           

Four-side brake and steer pedal                           

Steer plus system                           

Oxygen tank holder      

Removable IV pole                     

Mattree      

PP siderails                   

Technical Specifications: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maximum weight limit………………………550lbs(249.5kg) 

Low position(floor to top of surface)……….......24.8’’(63cm) 

High position(floor to top of surface)……..…..36.6’’(93cm) 

Overall length………………………………….75’’(190.5cm) 

Overall width(siderails up)……………………..27.5’’(70cm) 

Overall width(siderails stored)……………..........22’’(56cm) 

Siderail length……………………………….43.5’’(110.5cm) 

Siderail height above mattress/surface………….13.5’’(34cm) 

Maximum head elevation……………………………….....30° 

Maximum Trend/Reverse Trend…………………………15° 

Caster size…………………………………………6’’(15.24cm) for A type,8” for A1 type 
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BD111AA Electric Stretcher 

 

Instructions: 

1.  It is a type of electric stretcher. Linak motors supply power source, the bed provides 250kg capacity.  

2. Trendelenburg/reverse-trendelenburg, height adjustment, can be reached by foot pedal easily.  

3. Four wheel braking system, steering system, 200mm diameter castors reach mobility easy and convenient. 

4. Fowler position is reached by gas spring.  

Material: 

1. The frame is steel with coating by twice electrostatic spray 

2. Once injection PP undercarriage, PP siderails, PP plateform 

Technical Specifications: 

Overall Size: 1930*700*630/930mm (mattress not included) 

Bed surface: 1900*600mm  

Backrest max upward angle: 75°  

Height adjustment: 630/930mm 

Trendelenburg:18°  

Reverse-trendelenburg:18° 

Standard Accessories: IV pole, mattress 
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BD111B Hydraulic Hospital Stretcher  

 

Instructions: 

1.  Double hydraulic oil pump from USA power-packer brand of Actuant supply stable power source for 

hydraulic hospital stretcher. 

2. Back section is made of USA Electrolytic wood with X-ray cassette. 

3. Trendelenburg/reverse-trendelenburg, height adjustment, can be reached by foot pedal easily.  

4. Four wheel braking system, steering system, 200mm diameter castors reach mobility easy and convenient. 

5. Fowler position is reached by gas spring.  

6. Knee section manual control by hand crank. 

7. Ergonomic push handles. 

8. Frames with red rubber strip, beauty and anticollision. 

9. Four wheel braking system and steering system reach mobility easily and convenientt. 

Material: 

1. The frame is cold rolled steel with coating by twice electrostatic spray 

2. Once injection PP undercarriage, PP siderails, PP plateform, anticollision, easy to clean. 

Technical Specifications: 

Size: 2100*800*530/860mm(mattress not included), if include mattress: 590-920mm 

Backrest max upward angle: 90°  

Footrest max upward angle: 45° 

Height adjustment: 530/860mm 

Trendelenburg:18°  

Anti-trendelenburg:18° 

Standard Accessories: 

IV pole, mattress(6cm thickness), mattress size: 1940*63.5cm 
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BD111BA Electric Stretcher 

 

Instructions: 

1.  It is a type of electric stretcher. Linak motors supply power source, the bed provides 250kg capacity. 

2. Back section is made of USA Electrolytic wood with X-ray cassette. 

3. Trendelenburg/reverse-trendelenburg, height adjustment, can be reached by foot pedal easily.  

4. Four wheel braking system, steering system, 200mm diameter castors reach mobility easy and convenient. 

5. Fowler position is reached by gas spring.  

6. Knee section manual control by hand crank. 

7. Ergonomic push handles. 

8. Frames with red rubber strip, beauty and anticollision. 

9. Four wheel braking system and steering system reach mobility easily and convenient. 

10. Stailness steel siderails, or aluminum alloy siderails. 

Material: 

3. The frame is cold rolled steel with coating by twice electrostatic spray 

4. Linak motors supply power source, the bed provides 250kg capacity.  

5. Once injection PP undercarriage, PP siderails, PP plateform, anticollision, easy to clean. 

Technical Specifications: 

Size: 2100*800*720-950mm  

Backrest max upward angle: 90°  

Footrest max upward angle: 45° 

Trendelenburg:18°  

Anti-trendelenburg:18° 

Standard Accessories: 

IV pole, mattress 
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BD111BB Hydraulic Transfer Stretcher 

 

Instructions: 

1.  Double hydraulic oil pump from USA power-packer brand of Actuant supply stable power source for 

hydraulic hospital stretcher. 

2. Full bed surface is made of USA Electrolytic wood with X-ray cassette. 

3. Trendelenburg/reverse-trendelenburg, height adjustment, can be reached by foot pedal easily.  

4. Four wheel braking system, steering system, 200mm diameter castors reach mobility easy and convenient. 

5. Fowler position is reached by gas spring.  

6. Knee section manual control by hand crank. 

7. Ergonomic push handles. 

8. Frames with red rubber strip, beauty and anticollision. 

9. Four wheel braking system and steering system reach mobility easily and convenient. 

10. Stailness steel siderails, Oxygen cylinder storage,Roller bumper 

 

Material: 

1. The frame is cold rolled steel with coating by twice electrostatic spray 

2. Once injection PP undercarriage, PP siderails, PP plateform, anticollision, easy to clean. 

Technical Specifications: 

Size: 2100*800*600-902.5mm (mattress not included) 

Backrest max upward angle: 90°  

Footrest max upward angle: 45° 

Trendelenburg:18°  

Anti-trendelenburg:18° 

Standard Accessories: IV pole, mattress(6cm thickness standard, 194*63.5cm) Optional accessories: 

instrument desk 
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BD111BB Hydraulic Transfer Stretcher with 3 stages side rail  

 

 

 

Feature:  

1. 3 stages collapsible safety side rail 

2. Double hydraulic oil pump from USA power-packer brand of Actuant supply stable power source for 

hydraulic hospital stretcher. 

3. Full bed surface is made of USA Electrolytic wood with X-ray cassette. 

4. Trendelenburg/reverse-trendelenburg, height adjustment, can be reached by foot pedal easily.  

5. Four wheel braking system, steering system, 200mm diameter castors reach mobility easy and convenient. 

6. Fowler position is reached by gas spring.  

7. Knee section manual control by hand crank. 

8. Ergonomic push handles. 

9. Four wheel braking system and steering system reach mobility easily and convenient. 

10. Roller bumper 

11. Oxygen cylinder storage 

Material: 

1. The frame is cold rolled steel with coating by twice electrostatic spray 

2. Once injection PP undercarriage, PP siderails, PP plateform, anticollision, easy to clean. 

Technical Specifications: 

Size: 2100*800*600-902.5mm (mattress not included) 

Backrest max upward angle: 90°  

Footrest max upward angle: 45° 

Trendelenburg:18°  

Anti-trendelenburg:18° 

Standard Accessories: IV pole, mattress(6cm thickness standard, 194*63.5cm)  

Optional accessories: Restraint belts and Monitor table 
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BD111BC Transfer Stretcher 

 

Instructions: 

1.  Double hydraulic oil pump from USA power-packer brand of Actuant supply stable power source for 

hydraulic hospital stretcher. 

11. Trendelenburg/reverse-trendelenburg, height adjustment, can be reached by foot pedal easily.  

12. Four wheel braking system, steering system, 200mm diameter castors reach mobility easy and convenient. 

13. Fowler position is reached by gas spring.  

14. Knee section manual control by hand crank. 

15. Ergonomic push handles. 

16. Frames with red rubber strip, beauty and anticollision. 

17. Stailness steel siderails 

18. Oxygen cylinder storage 

19. Roller bumper 

Material: 

1. The frame is cold rolled steel with coating by twice electrostatic spray 

2. Once injection PP undercarriage, aluminum alloy siderails, PP plateform, anticollision, easy to clean. 

Technical Specifications: 

Size: 2100*800*550/880mm  

Backrest max upward angle: 90°  

Footrest max upward angle: 45° 

Trendelenburg:18° 

Anti-trendelenburg:18° 

Standard Accessories: IV pole, mattress(6cm thickness) 

Optional accessories: Restraint belts and Monitor table 
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BD111D Electric Stretcher

 

Instructions: 

1.  It is a type of electric stretcher. Linak motors supply power source, the bed provides 250kg capacity. 

2. Height adjustment, can be reached by foot pedal easily.  

3. Four wheel braking system, steering system, 200mm diameter castors reach mobility easy and convenient. 

4. Fowler position is reached by gas spring.  

Material: 

1. The frame is cold rolled steel with coating by twice electrostatic spray 

2. Once injection PP undercarriage, PP siderails, PP plateform, anticollision, easy to clean. 

Technical Specifications: 

Size: 1930*640*540-840mm  

Backrest max upward angle: 90°  

Height adjustment: 540-840mm 

Standard Accessories: 

IV pole, mattress 
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BD26A Manual Transfer Stretcher for Operating Room 

 

 

Size: 3650*640*640/970mm  

Instruction: 

It is a manual connecting transfer stretcher, avoid to cross-infection in hospitals. 

Material: 

Bed surface and side railing made of imported PP. 

Guide rails made of die-casting of fine aluminum alloy.  

Frame is made of steel with plastic coating. 

Functions: 

1. Height adjustable for each trolley is from 640mm to 970mm 

2. Two separate carts can be controlled independently. 

3. When the two small carts are adjusted to the same level, lower bed surface can be slipped smoothly along 

the aluminum alloy guide rail into another cart. 

4. As the bed slides to any separate cart, it can be automatically locked and equipped with safety device. 

5. With direct castor, easy to control directions. 

6. Back rest can be adjusted by gas spring. 

Standard Accessories: 

IV pole, bed cushion 
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BD7C Electric Patient Trolley 

 

It is a type of electric transfer stretcher,functions activated by electric power and gas sprig and cranks system 

together,storage battery available; 

At the head-end ,there is a pair of push-handles,can be folded up and down; 

Central-lock castors,diamerter 150mm.Matched with direction castor,help the operator controlling the 

direction easily 

Bed Board For X-Ray Examination 

Linak motor, and with battery. 

Size: 2100*760mm 

bed board surface: 1,750 x 620mm 

Five functions 

Hi-low range:800mm-550mm; 

Backrest angle:0-60° 

Knee angle:0-40° 

Trendelenburg & Rev.Trendelenburg:0-12° 

Standard Accessories: 

IV pole,mattress 

 Packing:1.12CBM/PC  

 N.W:90kgs. 
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BD7CB  Hydraulic Patient Transfer Stretcher 

Instructions: 

1. Double hydraulic oil pump from USA power-packer brand of Actuant supply stable power source for 

hydraulic hospital stretcher. 

2. Back section X-ray available with X-ray cassette. 

Trendelenburg/reverse-trendelenburg, height adjustment, can be reached by foot pedal easily.  

3. Four wheel braking system, steering system, 150mm diameter castors reach mobility easy and convenient. 

4. Fowler position is reached by gas spring.  

5. Knee section manual control by hand crank. 

6. Ergonomic push handles. 

7. Frames with red rubber strip, beauty and anticollision. 

8. Four wheel braking system and steering system reach mobility easily and convenientt. 

Material: 

Main material: X-ray permeable plastic bed board, stainless steel side rail, steel frame, hydraulic pumps, 

plastic chassis cover and metal chassis. 

Technical Specifications: 

Bed board dimension: 1,750 x 620mm. 

Size: 2100*852* 835mm-600mm  

Backrest max upward angle: 60°  

Footrest max upward angle: 40° 

Height adjustment: 835mm-600mm 

Trendelenburg:13° Anti-trendelenburg:13° 

 Packing:1.12CBM/PC   N.W:90kgs. 

Standard Accessories: 

IV pole, mattress 


